
 
 

 

DTR 650 Instructions 

 

To turn on: Press the power button 

To turn off: Hold the power button for 2 seconds. 

Using the Radio: Simply scroll up or down using the 

navigation keys to select the desired channel.  Push and Hold 

the PTT Button on the side of the radio and listen for the 

“Chirp Sound” before speaking. Note: This is the go-ahead and 

speak signal, wait for it, or you will cut off the start of your 

conversation, then Release the PTT Button to listen for a 

response.   

Private call: if programmed is accessed by the contacts menu located on the left option key.  Select the name 

from the list, press and Hold the PTT Button, after the go-ahead “chirp” start your private conversation.  The 

person you called just needs to press and Hold their PTT Button, to respond back to you. 

 

Using Head Phones / Speaker Mics / Surveillance Kits 

Shut off radio, then insert plug straight and firmly into the Audio Jack, turn the radio back on. Set volume 

at a safe level before using Accessories to prevent hearing/ear damage. 

Note: if you experience a problem accessory or keyed up radio, shut it off disconnect and repeat this 

procedure. 

 

Charging the radio 

Place the radio into the supplied rapid charging unit.  The LCD display on the radio will light indicating the unit 

is charging.  Remove the radio and check the battery level indicated on the display to determine if fully 

charged. 

 

Charging Spare Batteries 

Place the battery into the edge of the charger cup (note the electrical contacts). Red indicates charging, Green 

indicates battery is fully charged. 

 

Note: At least 2-Radios must be Turned On and on the same channel to be able to talk.  If there are no other units on 

your channel or within range, then the radio will Bonk when you try to talk.  This is a good thing, because if your call 

goes through, you know that someone is on your channel with their unit powered on within range of you, and they 

received your call. 


